Chromosomal localization of a gene responsible for vestibulocochlear defects of BUS/Idr mice: identification as an allele of waltzer.
Mice of the bustling mutant strain BUS/Idr have vestibulocochlear defects. bus/bus homozygotes, but not heterozygotes, are hyperactive and display an abnormal behavior such as circling, head bobbing and head tilting. To characterize BUS mice further, the auditory brain-stem response of the mutant was examined. In +/bus heterozygotes as well as control animals, the auditory brain-stem response was developmentally first recorded as early as 11 days of age and heterozygous and normal adults showed typical auditory brain-stem responses with five peaks in a threshold of 40-45 dB SPL. In contrast, bus/bus homozygotes showed no auditory brain-stem response at any age in response to stimuli up to 130 dB SPL, indicating that they are deaf throughout life. Linkage analysis revealed that the responsible gene, originally designated as bus, maps on chromosome 10, 1.09+/-0.9 cM distal to D10Mit127 and D10Mit59, and 0.72+/-0.51 cM proximal to three markers, D10Mit48, D10Mit112 and D10Mit258, at a site indistinguishable from that of the Albany waltzer, v(A/b). The results of allelism tests between BUS and Albany waltzer indicated that bus is allelic with v(Alb). From these data, we propose here that the bus mutation could represent another allele of waltzer, now designated v(bus).